Supporting Supply Chain Innovation and Sustainability Practices through Knowledge and Innovation Management

Abstract

This paper extends exploratory research on the contribution of knowledge and innovation management (KIM) to innovation and sustainability activities across a number of small to medium size Australian food and beverage exporters in Australia as part of a longitudinal research project. Recent trends in sustainable supply chain management (SSCM) in global supply chains sees a greater focus on achieving more social and transformational forms of sustainability, rather than traditional economic or environmental approaches. Applying a framework of sustainability-oriented innovation, analysis of eight case study organizations revealed that innovation practices across these firms largely reflected an economic focus on sustainability, followed by some activities in the environmental domain. However, more transformative forms of innovation, such as those addressing social/community concerns, were lagging. Although further research is recommended, we offer some propositional speculation on why successful SMEs with a strong reputation for innovation are still driven predominantly by financial considerations.

1. Introduction

Modern supply chains are regarded as a considerable source of value to contemporary organizations. This value can be significantly enhanced through the strategic management of the supply chain, going beyond the provision of date, goods and services to more sustainable forms of value for a wide range of stakeholders [1] [2]. Indeed, the field of Supply Chain Management (SCM) continues to undergo major changes as increased uncertainty, volatility and risk create many challenges in the global business environment. Under such circumstances, supply chains have become increasingly complex and lengthy. This trend has been accompanied by a recognition of the potential of innovation and strategic SCM practices to create and deliver greater value across a much broader range of stakeholders than might have been the case in the past [3] [4] [5].

The concept of value arising from the strategic management of supply chains has been explored by numerous authors [6] [7] [8]. These works tend to stress that the success of achieving sustainable competitive advantage in SCM is highly dependent on knowledge and the extent to which it is effectively managed [9]. However, the main focus of this body of research has been the creation of value for sustained competitive advantage predominantly in terms of economic performance and measures, with a much lesser focus on environmental or social aspects of value creation within supply chains.

An increasing interest in sustainable development over the past ten to fifteen years has impacted SCM, which can be seen in growing pressure from customers and other stakeholders to support environmental and social sustainability in supply chains. This has led firms to seek new opportunities to support sustainability in their business practices and embed sustainability concerns in their business models and strategy. Indeed, there appears to be significant scope for SCM to support a broad range of sustainability initiatives, especially since research indicates that SCM accounts for the majority of external expenditure in many organizations [10].

This paper seeks to investigate the ways in which knowledge and innovation management (KIM) contributes to sustainability and sustainability-oriented innovation across a number of small to medium size Australian food and beverage exporters. Driven by a wide range of stakeholders, including consumers, community and government interests, the contemporary push for sustainability across environmental and social dimensions is particularly strong in food supply chains. The organizations in this study are part of an ongoing longitudinal study of supply chain design, innovation and sustainability in food and beverage export from Australia. These firms have been highly successful in global export of their products and gaining a global reputation based on the provenance and quality of their offerings. As a net exporter of food and agribusiness products, Australia currently exports over half of its agricultural products. In Australia, the food and agribusiness export sector was worth $103.2 billion in 2017 [11].

Given global concerns about climate change, overconsumption of resources, degradation of the environment and inequity on a social level, the strategic management of knowledge and innovation
may hold significant potential to create value well beyond the economic realm into iterations of sustainability concerned with environmental and social dimensions. For these firms, a broader interpretation and focus on sustainability, including the development of sustainability-oriented innovation practices may be a significant source of competitive advantage [12]. Previous research has shown the potential of KM to support both innovation and sustainability in SCM [13] [14]. By applying a framework of sustainability-oriented innovation, which places firm innovation activities on a continuum ranging from 1) compliance and optimization, to 2) transformational and finally to 3) system building for greater good, we investigate the ways in which KM supports these activities.

2. Literature Review

The globalization of food and agribusiness supply chains over recent decades has led to increased scrutiny and concern relating to sources of food, food quality, provenance and ethical issues related to sourcing [15] [16]. The contemporary global food export landscape is characterized by growing demand from consumers and other stakeholders for increased sustainability of food products relating to various issues such as sourcing, traceability, fair trade, food security, less use of plastic packaging and less food waste. These demands could potentially act as a catalyst for organizations involved in food supply chains to develop innovative ways in which to respond. Modern SCM involves many layers of complexity, including cross-border flows of goods, services, investment, as well as intellectual and human capital that provide challenges at the management level [17]. While it is increasingly clear that the strategic management of supply chains can create value for customers and other stakeholders, the success of creating sustainable competitive advantage in SCM is highly dependent on knowledge and the extent to which it is effectively managed [18].

Past research on SCM has tended to focus on traditional approaches that emphasize financial outcomes without much consideration for environmental or social/community concerns. As an example, a 2011 definition of SCM describes “a set of approaches to integrate supply chain participants so that products are produced and distributed at the right quantities, to the right locations and at the right time to ensure the total cost is minimized and the service level is maximized” [19]. However, a wide range of literature focusing on sustainable supply chain management (SSCM) over the past two decades has challenged traditional SCM definitions and practices linked only to economic performance, thus focusing on sustainability from a combined focus on economic, environmental and social issues [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25]. Although many definitions can be found in the literature, Seuring & Muller [26] define SSCM as “the management of material, information and capital flows as well as cooperation among companies along the supply chain while taking goals from all three dimensions of sustainable development, i.e., economic, environmental and social, into account which are derived from customer and stakeholder requirements”.

This shift is indicative of an increasing interest in corporate social responsibility (CSR) as a means of supporting performance across the three ‘pillars’ of economic, environmental and social issues – the so-called ‘triple bottom line’ [27]. SSCM thus has a broader scope than traditional SCM approaches and encourages organizations to consider the impact of their business strategy and practices on the environment, consumers, employees, communities and other stakeholders [28]. However, research on SCM is still dominated by a focus on economic performance and bottom line indicators such as cash flow, profit and return on investment [29]. On the other hand, a SSCM approach is much more focused on environmental (green) or social/community issues. Environmentally focused SSCM practices can include green procurement, waste reduction, decisions regarding location, energy use, packaging choices among others. Environmentally focused SSCM practices can include supplier selection, supplier development, logistics options, location decisions, or packaging choices [21] [30] [31] [32]. Finally, SSCM focused on social/community dimensions includes studies relating to corporate governance, social justice, human rights, employee relations, ethics and safety [33] [34]. The social dimension also includes supporting activities or practices in the value chain such as development of new business models that support fair trade and purchasing from minority-owned suppliers [35] [36] [37].

More recent trends concerning sustainability in supply chains go well beyond these boundaries. For instance, Montabon et. al. [38] argue that economic outcomes continue to be prioritized in SSCM approaches at the expense of environmental and social/community concerns, largely due to research in the area of SSCM being underpinned by instrumental logics that fundamentally do not support sustainability in supply chains. In order to counter this dilemma, they advocate the development and application of what they term an ‘ecologically dominant logic’ with the central premise being that tradeoffs will have to occur
in order for supply chains to be fully sustainable. When applied, this ecologically dominant logic takes into consideration the environment first, followed by social concerns, then economic performance. It is only when ecologically dominated logic prevails that supply chains will become truly sustainable.

Echoing these sentiments, Markman and Krause [39] argue that no businesses are “truly or fully sustainable” at the present time, and that in order to progress SSCM efforts, a new approach to sustainability is needed. They advocate the adoption of a new paradigm of sustainable practices for supply chains. In this paradigm, environmental concerns are prioritized above all other issues, followed by social concerns, and then finally by the economic dimension. This means that all business activities related to supply chain management must actively contribute to ecological health and wellbeing, maintain ethical standards on behalf of social justice and deliver economic improvements – in that order.

### 2.1 Knowledge and Innovation Management and SCM

The power of knowledge as a strategic resource in modern supply chains is well recognized and beyond dispute [40]. Indeed, the strategic management of knowledge can act as an enabler of SCM in information and knowledge-intensive global environments to capture value and achieve competitive advantage. Previous research on knowledge management (KM) and SCM indicates the various ways in which KM contributes to SCM capabilities through the application of knowledge processes such as knowledge acquisition, sharing, integration, dissemination, collaboration and innovation [41] [42] [14]. However, there is less literature concerning the role of KM in supporting SSCM. While some research focuses on the role of knowledge in designing supply chains to incorporate sustainability concerns [22] and in determining supply chain innovation potential to support sustainable development [43], there is a lack of empirical studies in what He et al. [44] term a nascent area of research.

In our previous research we have explored the links between knowledge management and innovation, the development of dynamic capabilities relating to knowledge and innovation management and application of these ideas to SSCM. [45] [22]. Recognizing the inextricable links between knowledge and innovation, we developed a framework of knowledge and innovation management (KIM) as a dynamic capability to capture value from innovation within organizations [45]. KIM can be regarded as a natural extension of the Australian Knowledge Management Standard [6:8] which posits knowledge management as a cross-disciplinary construct. For purposes of this paper, we define KIM as:

...the design, implementation and review of social and technological activities and processes to improve the creation, sharing, dissemination and use of knowledge to support innovation. KIM is concerned with innovation and sharing behaviors, managing complexity and ambiguity through knowledge networks and connections, exploring smart processes, and deploying people-centric technologies across various innovation processes and activities.

The KIM Capability Framework depicts the relationships between the various building blocks of innovation success. Strategic intent coupled with strong leadership drives capabilities such as a strong customer focus and open innovation approaches. A willingness to embrace change and to take calculated risks, coupled with HRM approaches that support innovation, can support sustainability. Effective management of innovation processes, operations, knowledge and technology can combine with a supportive culture to grow systematic forms of innovation capability within organizations. This in turn leads to innovation performance and business success. Ongoing measurement efforts ensure that the value accruing from innovation efforts is monitored in order to reinvest in the innovation cycle.

This research is part of a longitudinal study of food and beverage exporters in Australia supported by the Australian Research Council. Previous research relating to this project includes a focus on KM for the design of supply chains [13], as well as the manner in which KM supports sustainability and collaboration in these case organizations [22]. In this paper we now turn our attention to the strategic management of knowledge to support innovation in general, and sustainability-oriented innovation in particular within these firms.

### 3. Methodology

This work is underpinned by two complementary theoretical perspectives – the resource based view (RBV) and the knowledge based view (KBV), since both of these frameworks recognize that competitive advantage arises from resources and capabilities at the firm level. In the RBV, knowledge is considered an essential resource within organizations [46] [47], and the generation of value to achieve competitive advantage is dependent on the ways in which firms develop and deploy their knowledge resources and capabilities [48] [49] [50]. Similarly, in the KBV, knowledge is regarded as the penultimate resource,
where creation, integration and application of knowledge is a foundational attribute of the firm, where knowledge is essential to the development of organizational capabilities to create sustainable competitive advantage [51] [52] [53].

A qualitative cross-case analysis methodology was applied to this study of eight Australian small to medium enterprises (SMEs) in the food and drink sector who have developed successful domestic and overseas export supply chains. These Australian food and beverage producers are all export award winners in the fresh food agri-business area, and are also considered to have developed a high level of innovation capability in order to achieve their current export success. The eight case study companies also claim a strong commitment to sustainability. Details concerning these case study organizations are contained in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case code</th>
<th>Business Type</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cherries; apples</td>
<td>Tasmania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Carrots; onions; other fresh vegetables</td>
<td>Western Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Honey and honey products</td>
<td>Tasmania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Salmon; trout; processed fish products</td>
<td>Tasmania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Whisky; whisky liqueurs</td>
<td>Tasmania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Fresh truffles; truffle products</td>
<td>Western Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Whisky; gin</td>
<td>Tasmania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Abalone</td>
<td>South Australia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Case study participants

Case studies are well recognized as being a useful means of gaining information in subjective and complex settings where boundaries are often indistinct. Thus this approach is well suited to complex phenomena relating to aspects of knowledge and innovation management in organizations. In terms of reliability, the choice of cases is an important consideration [54]; in this study, the case organizations were selected as part of a purposive sampling methodology to ensure we were looking at strong examples of the phenomena we sought to investigate. This provided a better guarantee that we learned as much as possible from the research. Therefore we sought out a range of Australian companies that had all developed a strong reputation for export success, innovation and a commitment to sustainability. Their success had achieved recognition in the form of Australian federal or state government awards such as ‘Exporter of the Year’, and these organizations also demonstrated sound KM and innovation practices in their strategy and operations. The main research question underpinning the study concerned the ways in which KIM contributes toward the development of sustainability oriented innovation in the case study organizations.

Multiple case designs yield significantly enhanced results compared with results from a single case research design [54]. However, multiple case designs need to demonstrate structure and focus in analyzing the data and synthesizing the results. Following Miles and Huberman [55] we adopted a "cross-case analysis" approach for enhancing generalizability when investigating complex situations. This cross-case analysis technique increases construct validity, reliability and generalizability of the findings. A content analysis technique analyzed data gathered through in-depth interviews with senior managers or owners, while a multiple cross-case study design tapped into their collective perceptions concerning their respective organization's approach or pathways to the management of their export supply chain [56]. The cross-case analysis identified major themes and subthemes through the use of a case study protocol as recommended by Yin [54], with a set of stem questions guiding participant discussion during the interview.

Initial interviews were conducted with senior managers and other employees in each of the case study organizations. Conducted by the researchers and lasting between 1.5 and 3 hours, the in-depth interviews with senior managers in the case study organizations yielded multiple perspectives concerning various aspects of KIM, particularly in terms of dynamic capabilities and the capacity to enhance innovation efforts.

Table 2. Context/Dimensions and Attributes of Sustainability Oriented Innovation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTEXT/ DIMENSION</th>
<th>ATTRIBUTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>Organizational and management processes aligned to deliver sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>The organization of the innovation process to deliver sustainability; ranges from searching for new ideas to converting them into products and services and capturing value from them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Recognizing the value of new knowledge, assimilating and applying it to support sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linkages</td>
<td>Internal and external linkages crafted as opportunities for learning and influencing around sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative organization</td>
<td>Work organization arrangements that create the conditions within which SOI can take place (i.e. enabling structures, communications, training and development, leadership, reward and recognition etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We applied a framework adapted from Adams et al. [57] to investigate SSCM and innovation practices across various contexts or dimensions, including: 1)
strategy; 2) process; 3) learning; 4) linkages; and 5) innovation (see Table 2). The Sustainability Oriented Innovation (SOI) framework identifies and maps various innovation attributes at the firm level, with the objective of making organizations more sustainable at the environmental and social levels, as well as in the economic domain. The underlying premise of the framework is that dimensions of innovation to support sustainability can be placed on a continuum ranging from 1) operational to 2) transformative to 3) systems building. At the lowest level of the continuum, operational optimization involves compliance, efficiency gains and incremental improvement activities (doing the same things better). At the second stage, organizational transformation activities include the development of new products, services or business models (doing good by doing new things). At the top end of the continuum, systems building for societal change involves the development of new products, services or business models that can only be done in conjunction with others (doing good by doing new things with others) [57].

Specific research questions directed toward participants in the context of KIM included a) the detailed nature of their SSCM practices; b) risk factors affecting sustainability efforts; c) extent of long-term relationships with clients and other stakeholders; d) extent of collaboration with SC partners on development of new technology, products and processes; e) degree of learning and innovation within the company.

4. Findings and Discussion

A number of issues were revealed as a result of the interviews with the eight case study companies, and yielded a broad range of information across their approaches to the nature and extent of their SSCM practices, strategic focus, innovation, collaboration and relationships. A summary of the case analyses follows below.

**Case 1 - ‘CherryCo’**

This Tasmanian producer of super premium cherries, apples and cherry products exports their products to over 20 countries across Europe, Asia and the Middle East, and is considered to be the flagship company for innovation in cherry production processes and export SCM. Ideal climate conditions and strict biosecurity policy and practice in Tasmania means that their cherries are highly sought after in overseas markets, particularly China. **Strategy:** A 5-year strategic plan with a strong commitment to sustainability underpins the business; part of this strategy involves the appointment of a business development manager to drive the business model and ensure that the strategy cascades through all levels of the business. CherryCo is also strongly committed to supporting Tasmanian biosecurity policy. This company is considered to be the national leader in cherry production and export, and the business has been family-held for five generations. Seeing a business opportunity, the decision was made to reinvent themselves from 95% apple producers to 95% cherry producers over a 15-year period. **Process:** The company recently completed a multi-million dollar upgrade of their packing shed facility which saw the installation of cutting edge grading technology to ensure high quality standards are met to the highest extent. Other improvements include the establishment of modern high density cherry orchards based on latest knowledge and technology; the orchard is netted to prevent damage from wind, birds and other native animals. **Learning:** Five generations of knowledge specific to the business provides a foundation for learning, and the company has employed a number of university qualified experts in business development and cherry production to ensure that the company remains cutting edge. As a result of the expertise brought into the company, they have instigated many innovations to supply chain design, security and traceability as well as strategies to prevent counterfeiting. **Linkages:** CherryCo enjoys strong, enduring relationships with top tier and long-term customers to whom they guarantee supply. Robust relationships with customers and trade associations are supported by regular travels to markets and customers overseas. However, linkages with customers and other stakeholders do not extend to technology or innovation partnerships. **Innovative Organization:** there is a commitment to continuous improvement across the organization, but leadership of innovation is concerned with incremental rather than radical forms of innovation within the company.

**Case 2 - ‘CarrotCo’**

Based in Western Australia, this company’s premium product range includes cabbage, carrots, carrot concentrate, celery, onion, pumpkin, potatoes and olive products but by far the majority of the product is carrots and related products that are exported. **Strategy:** CarrotCo’s strategic focus is largely driven by a business model to support growth of overseas export markets on building long term relationships with customers overseas. The business model supports a high degree of vertical integration – they grow, pack and distribute their products as much as possible. **Process:** Considered to be a major innovator in packaging and processing operations, the company uses advanced technology to quickly cool and safely and efficiently handle, store and distribute its products from the field to the customer. They have also made inroads in technology to support trans-shipment, which is done to the highest possible standard. The company closely guards its IP relating to process innovations. **Learning:** The company applies both internal expertise and also engages in open innovation with key customers in order to drive process improvements. **Linkages:** Their focus on maintaining supply consistency and stable pricing, even when markets are volatile, has resulted in successful collaboration with customers overseas. **Innovative Organization:** Ongoing innovation efforts are focused on areas such as processing, packing, cooling, and quality control. There is some innovation collaboration with customers but this is largely peripheral in nature. However,
innovation focus is limited to incremental process technology improvements.

**Case 3 – ‘HoneyCo’**

This Tasmanian producer of premium honey and related products has accumulated many overseas awards, including World’s Best Honey. In addition to premium honey such as leatherwood, the company produces a diversified range of honey-based products such as honey, mead and port; they also are engaged in the shipping of live bees and commercial pollination. Two thirds of their honey is exported, with China their biggest market. **Strategy:** The business model is underpinned by a focus on investment in technology and innovative practices. Seeking international awards establishes a reputation that grows the business. **Process:** The company has pioneered the transfer of bees via helicopter in order to gain access to pristine leatherwood forests with minimum ecological impact. Other innovative initiatives include developing new honey extraction techniques and new methods of commercial pollination. They also engage in regular scientific testing of their products to ensure quality. **Learning:** Innovation efforts are supported by a commitment to continuous learning and quality improvement, as well as investment in new product development and process improvements. **Linkages:** are cornerstones of their success. For a long time the company has recognized the need to develop long-term relationships with partners. As such they collaborate with a number of trusted partners overseas, as well as the Australian agency Austrade for contacts and promotion at trade shows overseas. Stakeholder relationships are a priority. **Innovation Organization:** innovation efforts focus on technology to support improvements in product quality, processes, traceability, biosecurity and sustainability (such as preserving the environment to support the production of high quality honey such as leatherwood).

**Case 4 – ‘FishCo’**

Located in Tasmania, this well known producer of premium fresh salmon, trout and other fish products is the largest vertically integrated salmon producer in Australia. **Strategy:** Fishco’s business model emphasizes their commitment to environmental sustainability, quality and innovation. Process: the company has developed a state of the art fish processing facility and an extensive logistics infrastructure in order to ensure quality and freshness of their product as it is exported interstate and overseas. They have also designed open sea pens for salmon in order to mimic conditions in the wild as much as possible. The pens also protect the salmon from predators such as seals in the open ocean. These innovative enclosures ensure that fish are kept in conditions as close to the wild as possible, while at the same time inflicting less ecological damage to inland waters as is the case with traditional fish farming techniques. **Learning:** Fishco recognizes the need for continual R&D investment to support innovation. The company grows its expertise both from within and through acquiring specific talent from outside. They also invest heavily in training and learning initiatives for all employees. **Linkages:** Fishco has developed a number of long standing relationships with its overseas customers, to which senior managers travel regularly for face to face visits; these visits enhance relationships and cross cultural understanding and often lead to ideas for process and/or product improvements. The company considers the community as a most important stakeholder, stressing their commitment to protecting the environment; they are also very proud that they provide employment for many locals who they consider to be part of the Fishco family. **Innovative Organization:** This company is proud of its reputation for environmental sustainability and their strategy also emphasizes innovation for process and product improvement. They work hard to get this message across, developing a strong brand awareness through ‘playing on the back story’, emphasizing brand, provenance and their commitment to environmental sustainability. They have even gone to court to protect their sustainability reputation and values against competitors who farm salmon in inland waters and negatively impact ecological stability in local regions. The company has developed many innovations in salmon farming and processing techniques, both radical and incremental. However, innovation efforts stop short of systems building and formal collaboration and relationships to support sustainability.

**Case 5 – ‘Whiskey1Co’**

As a winner of many international awards, this distillery located in northern Tasmania has developed an international reputation producing premium niche brand whisky, whiskey liqueurs, vodka and pure distilled water. **Strategy:** Strategic plans guide the business model, which initially was developed to ensure economic success of the initiative but which now focuses more on protecting aspects of provenance, and protecting the pristine environment from which the product originates. The original company was a small dairy cooperative that could not produce enough volumes of milk to be financially viable. Diversification of the business model saw the company develop the whisky range as an alternative business stream for the future. **Process:** Most process innovation has been on the development of new products rather than on aspects of distilling. A great deal of effort has gone into building and growing a dedicated Visitors Centre, restaurant and tasting facility at the distillery attracting 40,000 visitors a year, which helps to promote brand awareness and provenance associated with this pristine area of Tasmania. **Learning:** There is a strong commitment to a philosophy of continuous learning and improvement underpinning business practices. **Linkages:** The Head Distiller and other senior managers travel overseas regularly to attend whisky fairs and trade shows, acting as ambassadors for Tasmania as a whisky making region and promoting its excellent provenance. Indeed, the company collaborates with other whisky producers located elsewhere in the state of Tasmania to promote the region as one of the best whisky producing regions of the world. An important aspect of developing brand awareness means travelling to meet customers to promote the ‘DNA’ of the product and its provenance. Over the years the company has developed an excellent overseas distribution network through strong relationships with overseas partners. **Innovative Organization:** The extent of this business’ innovation focus is limited to maintain financial sustainability of the business and supporting...
environmental sustainability in the immediate region where their products are produced.

**Case 6 – ‘TruffleCo’**

This producer of fresh truffles and truffle products is based in Western Australia and exports truffles around the world. Branding and marketing are important in building brand awareness through development of a unique Australian provenance story, which allows the company to command a premium price for their products. **Strategy:** Still in the early stages of growing the business, there is a strong strategic focus on economic development, differentiation through innovative products and processes. **Process:** In addition to growing fresh truffles in Australian conditions, TruffleCo has been highly innovative in developing a wide range of truffle based and truffle flavored products ranging from honey, aioli, butter, mustard, truffle sauce, salsa, and oils. Indeed the bulk of TruffleCo’s products are not fresh truffles, rather they are value added products for various retail and food service markets. **Learning:** As a small company, much of the learning focus centers on developing knowledge from within. It is hoped that as the company grows, more sources of outside talent and expertise can be brought into the business. **Linkages:** The business is supported by strong relationships, both up and down the supply chain, with truffle suppliers, customers and distributors. This requires a lot of overseas travel, but such trips often lead to ideas for new products and/or process improvements. **Innovative Organization:** The strategic focus of the company is focused on growing markets through offering a premium product range, developing bespoke products through application of innovative methods. At the present time there is not a strong innovation focus on environmental or social forms of sustainability; rather, the company’s focus is very much on financial stability and growth.

**Case 7 – Whisky2Co’**

Established in 1994, this company was the first successful whisky business in Tasmania. It has now gained a reputation as a producer of one of the best whiskies in the world. Distilled by traditional methods and using only pure Tasmanian ingredients, each barrel is individually tasted and bottled to capture the subtle variations in flavor; this attention to detail has earned them a swag of international awards, including the World’s Best Whisky award in London in 2014. **Strategy:** The business strategy focuses on quality, capacity, sustainability and traceability, and the Head Distiller feels that building a strong and consistent business foundation is of the utmost importance. **Process:** There is a strong focus on product and process improvement; other than developing a gin product in past years, product developments efforts are focused on the bespoke whisky that forms the backbone of their reputation. **Learning:** As a small company, much of the learning focus comes from tapping internal expertise of the head distiller and other whisky experts on staff; however, customers are a huge source of feedback that drives learning, especially with regard to flavor, taste and drinkability issues. **Linkages:** Senior staff spend a lot of time overseas engaging with customers. A great deal of relationship collateral has been developed over the years with experienced partners, traders and distributors in foreign markets who are critical to the success of the export supply chain. Strong relationships with other whisky producers in the Tasmanian region means that they collaborate to promote provenance and support traceability of products from this pristine area. **Innovative Organization:** The company is more focused on building and maintaining their reputation than mass producing whisky – so for the time being innovation for financial sustainability remains a major emphasis. As the Head Distiller remarked, having spent many years on building brand awareness, they are now prepared to “take more time, have more fun, invent and innovate”.

**Case 8 – ‘AbaloneCo’**

Based in South Australia, this aquaculture company is now the biggest abalone operation in the southern hemisphere. With abalone commanding high prices in overseas markets in Asia and North America, this firm’s business model is focused not on short term financial outcomes but more on protecting the pristine environment in which they operate. **Strategy:** Innovation is key driver of their business model, not only in terms of process innovation but also in terms of environmental protection and sustainability. **Process:** The company’s operations are focused on growing abalone in controlled conditions that replicate natural sea bed environments. This includes using artificial waves to continually cleanse the growing environment. After 18 years of operations, recent innovations are driving plans to triple production output over the next three years. This means that AbaloneCo must ensure that there are multiple growing sites, strict biosecurity measures in place, as well as careful quality control over water, feed and other inputs. **Learning:** Employees are all charged with responsibility for innovation and much has been achieved through improved knowledge of abalone genetics, energy reductions, as well as other quality and efficiency improvements such as agile packing processes. **Linkages:** Relationships with customers overseas are well developed and long-term in nature, but at the present time do not contribute to ideation or new technology development. **Innovative Organization:** There is a clear strategic focus on innovation that promotes core values of innovation, sustainability, traceability, provenance, and technology. Their sustainability focus extends beyond strictly economic considerations to embrace aspects of green sustainability such as protection of the environment in order to ensure that pristine regions in which they grow their abalone are preserved not only for perpetuation of the business, but for the community and generations to come. However, collaboration in a systems building context is not part of their current innovation focus.

Previous research in this longitudinal study [14] indicated that KM plays a major role in supporting SSCM activities in these firms through a number of activities, including development of a strategic focus; reputational promotion and preservation; upholding quality and safety standards and certification; supporting traceability efforts; learning from partners; relationships and communication; as well as...
innovation activities. There were a number of areas in which KM did not appear to make a significant contribution, including joint ideation or development of new technology, products or processes; the technical and logistical integration of supply chain partners; as well as balancing economic, environmental and social goals. Indeed the ways in which KM supports innovation in these companies appears to be heavily swayed toward financial and to some extent green triple bottom line considerations — areas which are considered to be operational (doing the same things better) and to some extent transformative (doing good by doing new things), according to the continuum of innovation activities depicted in the SOI framework. This most recent study confirms that these best practice exporters who have a reputation for innovation do not demonstrate a strong capacity for balancing economic, environmental and social concerns. Based on the analysis of innovation across dimensions of SOI, we mapped their relative location across the continuum of sustainability-oriented innovation practices, ranging from operational to transformative to systems building (see Figure 1). With the exception of FishCo and AbaloneCo, these firms do not engage in innovation considered to be systems building (doing good by doing good things with others) and therefore potentially able to develop collaborative means by which to challenge existing business models and activities that support higher order form of sustainability. However, with FishCo and AbaloneCo, their activities in the systems building context are very limited at the present time; it will take a lot more before they can be said to be mature and substantial performers in this social sustainability dimension. So it is clear that for the eight case organizations, innovation activities are very much focused on financial sustainability of the business (doing the same things better), followed then by some environmentally driven sustainability commitment (doing good by doing new things).

These results have forced us to take a look at why such successful exporters of food and beverages from pristine environments in Australia are not demonstrating a stronger commitment to environmental and social forms of sustainability in their innovation activities. Given that they are all SMEs, size is perhaps a factor that limits their capacity to go beyond basic elements of financial survival. Despite knowing the importance of supporting environmental sustainability, most of the SMEs in this study are family owned private firms that are primarily financially oriented. While recognizing that they need the environment in order to stay in business, the core values of these businesses regarding the environment are of secondary concern. These types of firm tend to think and act transactionally where short term ownership and managerial control issues take precedence over more long-term strategic concerns about environmental or social/community sustainability.

Social/community aspects of sustainability are

![Figure 1. Mapping case study participants on the SOI](image-url)
positioned as being ‘nice to have’ but certainly are not core to the business model, strategy or innovation activities of family-owned or small business enterprises. Concerns with and decisions regarding environmental and social/community outcomes are mostly a means to an end, yielding a marketing advantage. While collaborative relationships with customers are regarded as strategic and are highly valued and strongly invested in (to drive profitable outcomes), collaboration with suppliers (i.e. machinery, technology, materials and packaging) is very limited and transactional in nature, demonstrating a short-term focus.

In family owned businesses and SMEs, decision making does reflect some concern for triple bottom line sustainability issues across economic, environmental and social/community dimensions; however, the commitment of these firms to environmental and social/community sustainability are limited, with financial considerations always taking precedence to ensure the immediate survival of the business. We also note that the smaller, early stage SMEs appeared less oriented toward sustainability across the three dimensions of sustainability, and were heavily focused on financial survival, growth and investment.

5. Conclusion

This paper has extended exploratory research on the contribution of knowledge and innovation management (KIM) to innovation and sustainability activities across a number of small to medium size Australian food and beverage exporters in Australia as part of a longitudinal research project. Recent trends in sustainable supply chain management (SSCM) in global supply chains sees a greater focus on achieving more social and transformational forms of sustainability, rather than traditional economic or environmental approaches. Using a framework of sustainability-oriented innovation, the analysis of eight case study organizations revealed that innovation practices across these firms largely reflected an economic focus on sustainability, followed by some activities in the environmental domain. Disappointingly, more transformative forms of innovation, such as those addressing social/community concerns, were lagging. The SOI framework is a useful tool by which to investigate the nature and extent of innovation activities to support sustainability. This ongoing exploratory research indicates that there is considerable potential for KIM, in conjunction with tools such as the SOI framework to contribute to value and competitive advantage through supporting various SSCM practices, but clearly the challenge lies in applying sophisticated knowledge and innovation management practices to support a higher degree of commitment and involvement in transformative and systems building forms of innovation to support sustainability. Overall there is a lack of substantive research in this area, and so further studies across larger samples, other geographic locations and different types of supply chains may shed further light on the ways in which the management of knowledge and innovation can add value to SSCM.
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